
   
 
 
MEDIA RELEASE – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

� Centillion merged GRX into Metech in US  
� Metech targets to be largest recycler of End-of Live (“EOL”) 

electronics in US 
� Transfer of CRT recycling plant will save US Operation US$1 

million annually 
� UK- Operation expands business volumes from Panasonic and a 

leading UK Subscription TV Provider.  
 

US Operations Merged for Expansion 
Centillion has merged the operations of its two US companies – Metech International Inc 
(“Metech”), headquartered in Gilroy, California and Guaranteed Recycling Xperts (“GRX”), in 
Denver, Colorado.  The merger means that its US Operation will be able to offer clients the 
largest network of electronics recycling services in the U.S. 

Currently, US End of Life (“EOL”) electronics market is estimated to be in excess of 400 
million pounds (or 180 million kg) per year and is growing.  Metech receives EOL electronics 
from its customers, charging fees for transportation, processing and documentation.  The 
electronics are disassembled and sorted by material type and the various materials are 
reintroduced into the manufacturing process.  Currently, Metech has about 6% of this 
market. 

As the US federal and state governments continue to restrict the export of electronic waste, 
and heighten controls on domestic processing, the capability to produce material that is 
closer to raw material will provide a significant competitive advantage.  Metech will be able to 
increase volumes by maintaining a lower recycling fee, which will be offset by producing 
higher value materials. 

Metech is setting its sight to be the largest EOL electronics recycler in the US by expanding 
its breadth into new markets and depth with more robust capabilities.   It has a long history of 
providing detailed material tracking and accountability, which very few EOL electronics 
recyclers can offer.  The CRT recycling line redeployed from Centillion’s UK Operation will 
enhance Metech’s service offerings, and further differentiate Metech from its competitors.  It 
will continue to evaluate and incorporate new technologies that improve materials 
separation. 

For the calendar year of 2009, Metech forecasts to collect, from its seven operating 
locations, in excess of 30 million lbs of e-waste, of which 20 million will come from existing 
customers and at least 10 million from new contracts.  It expects to increase its market share 
in US to 10%, or 40 million lbs, during the next calendar year. 
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Redeployment of CRT Line to the USA 
The Cathode Ray Tube (“CRT”) recycling line from Centillion’s UK Operation has been 
redeployed at Metech’s facility in North Carolina and expected to be fully functional by mid-
June 2009. 

Deploying the CRT processing line in North Carolina provides Metech with several 
competitive advantages: 

1. Metech currently receives in excess of 12 million pounds per year of CRT-containing 
devices, such as televisions and computer monitors.  While most of the materials 
recovered from these devices have positive values, proper processing of CRT glass 
by external contractors represents a significant cost to Metech.  Metech expects to 
save over US1 million in costs by processing these CRTs internally and selling the 
recovered glass, during its first year of operation.  

2. Deploying the CRT processing line in North Carolina will allow Metech to take 
advantage of the lack of CRT processing capacity in the Eastern United States. 

3. Due to the recent heightened enforcement by the US EPA against illegal exports of 
CRTs for disposal, companies are being forced to find e-waste processors with 
capabilities to process CRT glass domestically.  The acquisition of CRT recycling 
capabilities gives Metech the opportunity to not only increase the volume of CRTs to 
be collected, but also other higher-value materials, since companies tend to send all 
their e-waste to one processor. 

4. The US is transitioning from Analog TV service to exclusively Digital.  This has driven 
most consumers to replace their TV sets, vast majority of which are CRT-based.  
Current estimate is there are about 300 million TVs in the US and the sales of  new 
TVs in Q4 2008 were up 28%. It is estimated that 10% of TVs will be replaced 
annually and Metech will capture at least 1% of these units (12 million pounds).  

5. In addition to the CRTs received from its existing customer base, Metech will be able 
to accept CRTs from other recyclers, charging those recyclers a fee.  Once 
processed, the resulting glass has a market value, which Metech will realise. 

Successes in UK’s New Strategic Focus 
Since the implementation of the WEEE Directives in 2007, the United Kingdom’s E-Waste 
recycling industry has been experiencing intense competition, resulting in drastic reductions 
in recycling and treatment charges, particularly in the CRT recycling sector.  

Anticipating further downturns of the UK CRT market, Centillion Environment & Recycling 
UK Ltd (“CER-UK”) has since early 2008 diversified into the EOL and Re-Sale market 
segments involving the processing, refurbishment, re-sale, recycling and secured disposal of 
obsolete and EOL IT equipment and other non-CRT electronics. 

To-date, CER-UK has established on-going business partnerships with global electronics 
MNCs and telecommunications / broadcasting service providers including Panasonic (UK) 
and one of UK’s leading Subscription TV Providers (“STVP”). 
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In July 2008, CER-UK entered into an agreement with Panasonic for the treatment, 
recycling, refurbishment, re-sale and secured disposal of EOL and obsolete electronic 
equipments arising from Panasonic’s own operations as well as from its clients.     

CER-UK has been receiving from Panasonic materials such as laptops, printers and other 
computer related peripherals, as well as telecommunications equipments including industrial 
/ commercial grade mobile phones and PDAs.  Volume from Panasonic has been increasing 
steadily from 12,500 kg in 2008 to more than 5,500 kg in the quarter ended March 2009. 

In mid 2008, CER-UK was selected by STVP to process and recycle its obsolete and EOL 
broadcasting related equipments including set top boxes (“STBs”), and cable modems 
among others.  CER-UK provides to STVP sustainable and fully compliant treatment, 
recycling and secured destruction / disposal services for its obsolete and EOL equipments.  
It is anticipated that STVP will retire several million units of obsolete STBs and cable 
modems over the next few years. 

CER-UK has been processing increasing volume from STVP, from 78,000 kg in 2008 to 
235,000 kg during the quarter ended March 2009.  With STVP commencing full scale rollout 
of their new generation STBs and cable modems from April 2009, CER-UK expects monthly 
volumes from STVP to increase by at least 60%. 

In addition to being an approved exporter of recycled materials by the UK regulators, CER-
UK has also been issued an import license by the Chinese authorities for the imports of 
recycled and recovered materials into China. 

 

 

We do not expect the above to have any material impact on the consolidated net tangible 
assets per share and earnings per share of Centillion for the current financial year ending 30 
June 2009. 
 

---- The End ---- 

 
Centillion Environment & Recycling Limited (“Centillion”), headquartered in Singapore, 
owns and manages a portfolio of technologically efficient and environmentally sustainable e-
waste recycling facilities in Singapore, United Kingdom, USA and China.  Leveraging on this 
portfolio of recycling facilities and other strategic partners, Centillion provides an integrated 
recycling, processing and treatment services for electronic wastes regionally and globally. 
www.centillion-er.com 
 
Metech International (“Metech”), a Centillion wholly owned subsidiary in US, is a pioneer in 
electronics recycling, asset reuse, and precious metal recovery. Metech specializes in 
environmentally responsible, secure recycling solutions. Not only has Metech achieved ISO 
9001 and 14001 certification but it is also designated as an e-Stewards Founder, by the 
Basel Action Network and is currently being qualified as an e-Steward Recycler. Metech 
maintains recycling facilities in Gilroy CA, Denver CO, Colorado Springs CO, Clearfield UT, 
Omaha NE, Durham, NC and Worcester, MA.  www.metechrecycling.com 
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This release may contain forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties.  
Actual future performance, outcomes and results may differ materially from those expressed 
in forward-looking statements as a result of a number of risks, uncertainties and 
assumptions.  Representative examples of these factors include (without limitation) general 
industry and economic conditions, interest rate trends, cost of capital and capital availability, 
competition from other companies and venues for the sale / distribution of goods and 
services, shifts in customer demands, customers and partners, changes in operating 
expenses, including employee wages, benefits and training, and governmental and public 
policy changes.  You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward looking 
statements, which are based on current view of management on future events. 

For further information on this press release, please contact Mr Chew Sien Lup, Chief 
Financial Officer for the Centillion Group at +65-6264-4338. 


